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Abstract— This research presents a method of developing 

Bayesian Network models of complex systems using data sourced 

from open survey. The process of collection and conversion of 

random survey information into probability forms are shown 

with emphasis on integrating expert knowledge and respondents’ 

responses into a Bayesian system model. Random survey 

questionnaires were administered to customers of an online store 

to capture their responses about factors that make for efficient 

product delivery and quality website design. The responses and 

other known factors that influence online customer satisfaction 

formed the structures on which the system is modeled, thus 

formalizing a method of building Bayesian Network models from 

open survey. Customer Satisfaction which is a key performance 

indicator in businesses is evaluated. Results of simulation showed 

that Bayesian Networks can be applied in developing models for 

complex system which can effectively serve as management tool 

for inference and prediction that can aid decision making. 

 
Keywords— Artificial Intelligence; Bayesian Networks; 

Complex Systems; Decision Support; Efficient Product Delivery; 

Key Performance Indicators. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
There are established performance indicators that 

successful businesses pay attention to, these are known as key 

performance indicators (KPIs), business managers desire 

effective mechanism for analyzing and monitoring these 

indicators. [3], identifies customer satisfaction (CS) as one of 

the most important KPIs for business managers, it is a measure 

of how a company meets or surpasses customers' expectations, 

[22]. Recently, the concept of customer satisfaction has 

attracted much attention such that it has become central for 

businesses and organizations to improve product and services 

in order to maintain customer loyalty [1]. CS could be a 

source of competitive advantage for business and also an 

intangible asset [16] hence, it is a veritable marketing tool that 

can serve as a means of feedback especially for e-commerce 

websites which are market places in constant competition with 

each other [2]. Its importance is  

 

in the provision of an important feedback to marketers and 
business owners which can be used to manage and improve 
their businesses.  

E-commerce websites being market places are in high 

competition with each other, therefore new ideas for retention 

of existing customers is highly valuable. Kotler in [20] notes 

that it costs five times as much to attract a new customer than 

retain a current satisfied customer. Business emphasis is 

therefore shifting towards retaining profitable current 

customers and creating lasting relationships [2]. Consequently, 

Companies strive to increase customer satisfaction in order to 

satisfy them better than their competitors. Evaluating customer 

satisfaction level at every point is key to attaining this goal, in 

this way what their preferences are and areas of improvement 

in business and services can be easily known and worked 

upon. 

 

In recent years, there have been reported several 

techniques for analyzing and evaluating customer satisfaction, 
these methods include (a) summary statistical evaluations [15, 

16, 18, 35, 33, 11, and 2]. (b) Specialized Models [29, 1, 27]  
(c) Artificial intelligence, data mining and hybrid techniques 

are also widely reported [31, 21, 34, 4, 22, 24, and 3] Other 

nonparametric non-linear approaches such as classification 

and regression trees [8], latent factor approaches such as 

structural equation models [12], and multi-criteria approaches 

have also been reported by [3]. 

 

However, while these techniques show different insights 

into the system under study, they do not focus on building a 

model of the complete system [3, 19]. Furthermore, majority 

of these models are primarily based on quantitative 

evaluations, which affect the economic performance of the 

organizations [36]. Thus, there is a need for an effective 

decision-support system that can heuristically learn from 

random survey data to act as management tool for KPI 

analysis with specific emphasis on the most important of the 

KPIs for business management, which is customer 
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satisfaction. The approach in this work draws from all of the 

approaches to create a more adaptable modeling environment 

of the complete system which can act as a decision support 

system that can provide important information from results of 

simulations. 

 

In this work, the application of Bayesian Networks to the 

development of an effective management tool for customer 

satisfaction evaluation is presented, with particular application 

to an e-commerce website, Bayesian Networks which is 

applied in this work has distinct advantages over all the 

statistical methods that have being reported in previous works 

since those statistical based techniques are never translated 

into models and as such the inferential capability of the data is 

not fully utilized, predictions are not done and the extent to 

which individual factors affect customer satisfaction are not 

established. Similar to other algorithms in Machine Learning a 

Bayesian Network is trained, once it has learnt from the 

training data, it can be queried to make predictions about new 

data that was not represented by the training set [13]. We 

show the use of random survey information to demostrate the 

abilities of the developed models in the context of this case 

study of customer satisfaction in an online store. 

 

The contribution of this research is an enhanced method of 

evaluating customer satisfaction in e-commerce and 

developing models from survey data. Customer satisfaction 

depends on many factors and the interactions among them in 

an e-commerce environment, Probabilistic models are 

developed from respondents‟ responses, forming the 

conditional probability tables, which served as inputs for each 

of the defined nodes in the Bayesian Network, hence 

conditional dependencies of each of the variables were 

established as such inference and conclusion on the 

customer‟s satisfaction level is evaluated. Bayesian networks 

applied in this research, is a suitable technique as it can 

represent these factors as nodes and their interactions as arcs, 

allowing analysis to be easily carried out. This research 

therefore presents a new direction in extending the various 

statistical approaches that have been applied to customer 

satisfaction evaluation in electronic commerce. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, 

related customer satisfaction evaluation models are discussed. 

In Section 3, the background of Bayesian Networks are 

discussed and the proposed Bayesian Network based 

Customer evaluation process is presented with a typical e-

commerce website scenario. We also describe the process of 

data collection and transformation using altitudinal 

questionnaires. In Section 4, some experimental results are 

presented, analyzed and discussed. Concluding remarks are 

presented in Section 5.  
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II. RELATED MODELS OF CUSTOMER 

SATISFACTION  
Previous researches have examined customer satisfaction 

in business using different models. The methods of statistical 

analysis to random surveys collected from customers is 

reported by [15, 16, 11, 18, 35, 33 and 30], In this method, 

Random surveys of customers are sampled and statistical 

analyses and test are applied to draw conclusion on the subject 

of interest, however as observed by [22], two limitations 

affects a reliable evaluation using these statistical methods 

alone, They include: (i) the input data that steams the results, 

and (ii) the evaluator method that processes and builds a 

model based on the input data. The former is related to nature 

of data, and the latter is to select a proper method compatible 

with the nature of input data because these kinds of data come 

with a lot of complexities that causes the uncertainties thereby 

requiring better methods to cope with it. This technique also 

lack sufficient inferential and predictive power. 

 

Specialized models have also been reported in literature, 

this is the Service Quality (SERVQUAL) model. This method 

as presented by [27, 29] uses different aspects of service 

quality determinants to evaluate customer satisfaction, these 

are reliability, responsiveness, competence, access, courtesy, 

communication, credibility, security and understanding. These 

determinants of customer satisfaction were used as 

antecedents to measure customer satisfaction, however, the 

SERVQUAL model despite its widespread application, is not 

suitable for measuring all aspects of an e-commerce service 

due to the different characteristics and features of service 

quality as compared to other industries [29]. Also, the 

universality of the five dimensions of SERVQUAL has been 

questioned by many authors [6, 7]. It is argued that these five 

dimensions are industry-specific and cannot be applicable to 

all service industries without modifications [7]. 

 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques have also been 

reported in literature. [34, 4, 21, 31] reported the use of fuzzy 

logic [22] reported the use of Artificial neural network and 

Fuzzy logic, Bayesian Networks and sentiment analysis have 

also been reported [24, 3, 28, 1]. These studies have shown the 

distinct advantages of using AI and Data Mining, especially 

their ability to model complex interactions between factors,  
perform scenario analysis, undertake sophisticated 

interrogation of the system and include other sources of 

information in the model [3]. Undoubtedly, these methods of 

AI offer better solutions to the evaluation of customer 

satisfaction in business with its ability to draw inference and 

prediction, however while the application of other statistical 

methods to evaluate customer satisfaction in e-commerce 

(online stores) have been severally reported, there exist a gap 

in the application of AI techniques for the evaluation of 

customer satisfaction in an online store, hence the motivation 

for this research. This research is therefore motivated by the 

above mentioned methods, and the desire to apply AI 

techniques, particularly Bayesian Networks to evaluate 

customer satisfaction in an e-commerce website. 
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF RELATED WORKS 

      

Method References  Objecti Strength Unsolved 

   ves  issues 

Statistical Iberahim et al,  Survey Opinion No inferential 

Models 2016,  samplin Sampling, Models are 
 Jiang & Zhang,  g to Summary developed, no 

 2016,  evaluat Statistical prediction 

 Doros et al,  e Evaluatio ability. 
 2015, Justus et  custom ns (Chakraboty et 

 al, 2014,  er  al, 2016, 

 Wu & Tseng,  satisfac  Mashinchi, 
 2015,  tion  2015) 

 Shahraki, 2014  (Differ   

 Rubogora,  ent   

 2017  case   

 Chen et al,  studies)   

 2015     

 Asad et     

 al.,2015     

 Norfazlina et     

 al.,2016     

 Anna, 2014     

Mathemati Ozatac et al.,  Quality Identificat Inferential 

cal 2016,  of ion of Models not 

(SERVQU Rahim et al,  service Key developed, no 
AL) Model 2014  evaluati factors prediction 

 Rubogora,  on that ability and they 

 2017   determine are domain 
    Efficient specific (Rahim 

    service et al, 2014, 

    Quality Culiberg, 

     2010). 

Fuzzy Liu et al., 2008  Evaluat Applicati Applied to 

Logic Saket et al.,  ion of on of Limited case 

 2015  custom Artificial studies, e- 

 Tseng and Pu,  er Intelligen commerce 
 2013  satisfac ce website not 

 Mashinchi,  tion  covered 

 2015  (varyin   

 Cheng and  g case   

 Fang, 2011  studies)   

 Tseng and Pu,     

 2013     

Bayesian Chakraboty et  Evaluat Artificial Not applied to 

Network al, 2016  ion of Intelligen online stores 
 Ferreira &  custom ce. and e- 

 Borenstein,  er Inference commerce 

 2012  satisfac and websites 
 Ali, et al.,  tion predictive  

 2013  (varyin models  

 Perucca and  g case   

 Salini, 2014  studies)   

 

III. BACKGROUND OF BAYESIAN NETWORKS 
 

BNs give a satisfactory convergence of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) and Statistics. They are networks that 

function by building a probabilistic model which is used to 

query possible outcomes from input data. [32] Defines it as a 

probabilistic graphical model that represents a set of variables 

and their probabilistic dependencies. A BN can be expressed 

as two components, the first qualitative and the second 
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quantitative [25]. The qualitative expression is depicted as a 

directed acyclic graph (DAG), which consists of a set of 

variables (denoted by nodes) and relationships between the 

variables (denoted by arcs) [32] he quantitative expression 

comprises probabilities of the variables. Fig.1 shows this 

components that make up a Bayesian Network. The 

probabilities in a Bayesian Network are simplified by the 

DAG structure of the BN, by applying directional separation 

(d-separation) [3] and a Markov property assumption (FV and 

Nielsen 2007; Johnson et al. 2010), so that the probability 

distribution of any variable is solely dependent on its parents. 

Thus, the probability distribution in a BN with n nodes  
can be formulated as 

∏ 

 
Where is the  set  of the  probability distributions  

corresponding to the parents of node (Heckerman et al.  
1995; Johnson et al. 2010). Fig. 2 shows a Bayesian Network 

with three variables X, Y and Z. Variables X and Y are parents 

for variable Z, which indicates that Z is the dependent node. 

The probability for Z is a conditional probability based on the 

probabilities of X and Y. For Fig. 2 the above equation can be 

written as:  
 
 
 
 

 
QUANTITAVE

 QUALITATIVE 

COMPONENT COMPONENT 

 
 
 

Bayesian  
Networks 

 
 

 

Fig 1. Components of a Bayesian Network 

 
Bayesian Networks have been applied in the modeling of 

complex systems in various fields, Deham in [9] reports it 
application in ecology, In medicine, [23, 14], in business 
management [12].  
 
 

 
 

X 
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P(X)  
Z 
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P (Z|X,Y) 

 
Fig 2. An example of a Bayesian Network  
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A. Data Collection 
 

Given that the aim of this work was to evaluate the level 

of satisfaction of customers, questions were formulated to 

capture what users felt about the factors that make for a good 

website design and efficient product delivery. The questions 

included the level of customer‟s satisfaction with the 

website‟s look and feel, ease of navigation, ease of checkout, 

availability of online help information, timeliness of delivery, 

accuracy and packaging of delivery. The main research 

question where “What is the current level of satisfaction 

among the customers”, what actions should be taken in order 

to improve customer satisfaction”.  
From expert knowledge it was deduced that customer‟s 

perception of satisfaction from an online store could be 

categorized into two factors –Website design and product 

delivery Tab.II. The questionnaire contained questions about 

those factors that make for a good website design and efficient 

product delivery and was administered via google forms 

online. Tab.III is a summary of respondents‟ background 

information. 

 
TABLE II .  SELECTED FACTORS AFFECTING CUSTOMER 

SATISFACTION IN AN ONLINE STORE 
 

Quality of Website Design Efficient Product Delivery 

Ease of Navigation Timeliness of Delivery 

Look and Feel of the Accuracy/Completeness of 
Website Shipment 

Ease of Checkout Quality of Packaging 

Self Help Information  

 
In total one hundred and twenty (120) replies were retrieved, 
the discussion of the questionnaire design and conduct lies 
outside the scope of this work, however, well established 

features of widely deployed questionnaire styles were utilized. 

 
TABLE III.  RESPONDENTS BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

 

Age (years) Male Female 
Less than 18 2 1 

18 – 25 8 7 

26-35 17 13 

36-45 21 12 

46-55 20 7 

56-65 6 2 

66 and above 3 1 

 

Responses received from respondents were in two categories – 

Categorical (e.g. gender) and hence the number of responses 

in each category were used as probabilistic estimates in the 

BN and continuous scale were discretized into sets of ordered 

categories and sorted in order to estimate the probabilities to 

be included in the model. Summary of questionnaire data is 

presented in Tab. 3 -6. 

 

 
TABLE IV.  SUMMARY OF QUESTIONNAIRE DATA 

 
 Respondents’ Satisfaction Level (Categorized as 

 positive, Neutral and Negative) 

Factors Positive Neutral Negative 
 (Highly (Satisfied) (Unsatisfied) 

 Satisfied)   

Ease of 50 (41.6%) 40 (33.3%) 30 (25%) 
Navigation    

Website Look and 70 (58.3%) 35 (29.1%) 15 (12.5%) 
Feel    

Ease of Checkout 45 (37.5%) 50 (41.6%) 25 (20.8%) 

Online Help 25 (20.8) 15 (12.5%) 80 (66.6%) 

Timeliness of 100 (83.3%) 10 (8.3%) 10 (8.3%) 

Delivery    

Accuracy of 110 (91.6%) 10 (8.3%) 0 (0%) 
Shipment    

Quality of 80 (66.6%) 25 (20.8%) 15 (12.5%) 

Packaging    

Total 480 185 175 

Total (%) 57.14 22.02 20.08 

 
With the factors identified, we constructed the network by 

representing each factor by a node (note that the nodes are 

appropriately labeled) with directed arcs indicating their 

relationships and dependence. See Fig 5. (Tab V-VI). Shows 

all associated conditional probability table CPTs which are 

also derived from this computed percentages. 

 
TABLE V. FACTORS UNDER QUALITY OF WEB DESIGN 

 
 Respondents’ Satisfaction Level (Categorized as 

 positive, Neutral and Negative) 

Factors Positive Neutral Negative 
 (Highly (Satisfied) (Unsatisfied) 

 Satisfied)   

Ease of 50 (41.6%) 40 (33.3%) 30 (25%) 
Navigation    

Website Look and 70 (58.3%) 35 (29.1%) 15 (12.5%) 

Feel    

Ease of Checkout 45 (37.5%) 50 (41.6%) 25 (20.8%) 

Online Help 25 (20.8) 15 (12.5%) 80 (66.6%) 

Total 190 140 150 

Total (%) 39.5 29.1 31.2 

 
TABLE VI. FACTORS UNDER EFFICIENCY OF PRODUCT DELIVERY 

 Respondents’ Satisfaction Level (Categorized as 

 positive, Neutral and Negative) 

Factors Positive Neutral Negative 
 (Highly (Satisfied) (Unsatisfied) 

 Satisfied)   

Timeliness of 100 (83.3%) 10 (8.3%) 10 (8.3%) 

Delivery    

Accuracy of 110 (91.6%) 10 (8.3%) 0 (0%) 
Shipment    

Quality of 80 (66.6%) 25 (20.8%) 15 (12.5%) 
Packaging    

Total 290 45 25 

Total (%) 80.5 12.5 6.9 
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B. Model Design 

 
This research set out to analyze customer satisfaction from the 
number of factors identified in Tab. 1 and the interactions 
among them. This sections presents the development of the 
BN model which is a very suitable tool for this work as it can 
represent the identified factors as variables and their 
relationships as directional arcs, while the probabilities are 
elicited from the customer‟s responses. The entire model 
development can be summarized into seven steps which are: 
Defining the objective, creating the structure of the network, 
formalizing the structure, model quantification, testing, 
validation and results. From the available survey data, the 
objective was to find out how customers felt about the online 
store under two headings; the website design and the product 
delivery. This objective – customer satisfaction will be the 
level one node in the model. The Model is shown in Fig. 3.  
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Second Stage (c) Identifying the State of each node: 
Probability states of each of the identified of the identified 
factors are derived from the available data.  
Second Stage (d) Specifying the relationships: The directed 

arcs indicate the relationships among the nodes. These are 

known by the influences on one another. Most times, they can 

be derived directly from the data, but domain experts can also 

be of great help in confirmation. The relationships is shown as 

arrows in Bayesian Network models.  
Third Stage: Formalize the Model Structure: The entire 

structure of the model is depended on how the factors are 

organized. This is also determined by how the factors 

influence each other. While this structure is usually validated 

by an expert in the field of interest, it can also be learnt from 

the available data. The stages of the model development are 

shown in Fig. 4.  
 

FIRST STAGE  
DEFINE OBJECTIVES 

 

         
  

 Web Design  Product 
 

   

  Ease of   Delivery  

  Navigation   Timeliness of 
   Look/Feel of  Delivery  

  the Site   Accuracy of 

Survey 
Ease of   Shipment  

Checkout   Quality of  

 Data Self Help  Packaging  

  Information     

 
Computed 

Probabilities 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 3: A Customer Satisfaction Evaluation Model Using Bayesian Network 

 
As earlier mentioned the model development had seven 
identified stages, these stages are summarized below:  
First Stage Identify the objective: In this research, the 

objective was to find out how customers felt about the online 
store under two headings;  

• The website design and  
• Efficiency of product delivery.  

Thus this objective – customer satisfaction becomes the level 
one node in the model 

Second Stage II(a) Identify key factors: (Quality of website 

design and efficiency of product delivery)  
Second Stage II(b) identify remaining factors: (Ease of 
navigation, look/feel of website, ease of checkout, self-help 

information, timelines of delivery, accuracy/completeness of 
shipment and Quality of packaging) 

 

 
 

    SECOND STAGE    
   STRUCTURE OF THE BN    
          

         

 SPECIFY MAIN  FACTORS     SPECIFY THE  
      DEPENDENT FACTORS  

        

        
 DEFINE RELATIONSHIPS    DEFINE NODES AND  
 AMONG NODES     STATES  

          
           
 
 

FORMALIZE THE MODEL STRUCTURE  
 

 
QUANTIFY THE MODEL 

 
INTEROGATE AND VALIDATE THE MODEL 

 

 
COMMUICATE OUTPUT 

 
Fig. 4. Stages of Model Development 

 

In figure 4 above, the process flow of the model is 

illustrated. Stages IV to VII mentioned earlier are illustrated in 

the figure. The network model as shown is an iterative process 

which can be applied for building Bayesian networks from 

survey information. The major objective as indicated in the 

first stage is the overall customer satisfaction. The major 

factor, and other dependent ones and their relationships are 

defined in the subsequent stages, these are all derived from the 

questionnaires and summarized reports from the survey.  
The questionnaires were framed with questions 

categorized into two categories as such the entire Bayesian 
network model was based on the structured questionnaire, 

hence, the major factors (nodes in the BN) were framed as 
major question group and dependent factors (child nodes in  
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BN) were framed as inner layers/sub-questions. The structure 

of the questionnaire also provided a good way of showing and 

indentification of relationship between nodes (factors) and 

children nodes (dependent factors). These are clearly evident 

in the grouped questions.  
It is important to note that the main issues that 

influences a customer‟s overall satisfaction and intension to 

repurchase or recommend were the website design and the 

ease of product delivery, hence, the purpose of this research 

overall satisfaction, recommendation level and repurchasing 

intention are factors influenced by website design and product 

delivery 

 

IV IMPLEMENTATION  
The Network was modelled using GeNie Software, which is 
an open source software for implementation of Bayesian  
Networks. It is available for download at 
www.genie.sis.pitt.edu 

 
A. Developing the Model  

As defined in the second stage II(a), two major factors that 

influences customer satisfaction in an e-commerce website 

were identified, Website Design and Product Delivery. 

Following the second stage II(b), the other factors which are 

relevant to the model were also defined, these are factors that 

make up for a good website design and efficient product 

delivery. We found out tha the Website Design Component 

was influenced by four major factors these are;  
(a) Ease of Navigation, (b) Website look and feel, (c) Ease of 
checkout and (d) Online self-help.  
The Product delivery Component has three influencing factors 

(a) Timeliness of Delivery and (b) Accuracy of Shipment and  
(c) Quality of Packaging. A similar iterative process was 

applied to identify remaining lower level factors. As per Stage 

II(c), each node was designed with three probability states, 

Positive, Neutral and Negative. The definitions of these states 

differed for each factor and were determined from the 

available data sourced from the research questionnaires Stage 

II(d) was then applied to establish the relationships between 

the factors in the model. The complete model with all the 

factors and their relationships is shown in Fig. 5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 5: Bayesian Network Model for e-commerce  
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B. Formalize the Model Structure: 

 

The model structure developed was based on the perspectives 

of decisions. Looking closely at fig. 5, the Overall Satisfaction 

node has two factos that influences it, thses are; Website 

Design and Product Delivery, each of which has four and 

three influencing factors (children nodes) respectively. The 

current structure is appropriate because our research interest is 

in the status of customer. The Software Genie (version 2015) 

was used to develop the network models in this research. The 

factors (nodes) are designd based on the objective and factors 

identified in the first and second stages. Then their 

dependencies/relationship indicated by arrows are drawn as 

identified in second stage II(d). Once the relationships are 

established, the software will automatically create blank 

Conditional Probability Tables, this can then populated with 

the information from third stage III(c). 

 

C. Quantifying the Model 
 
The nodes were assigned probability states corresponding to 
the respondent‟s responses. These are positive, neutral or 
negative. Fig.6 shows the fully quantified model, along with 

the influencing factors and the relationships among them.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 6: Fully quantified Bayesian Network Model for e-commerce 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Simulation is carried out on the completed and quantified 
model, Fig. 3 according to [3] three types of testing can be 

carried out on the model, these are;  
Current status analysis: This evaluates the initial probability 

settings for all the nodes and checks its consistency with the 

information from the survey data. After propagation, the 

topmost node, customer satisfaction showed the three states of 

positive, neutral, negative to be equivalent to 0.57, 0.22, 0.21 

respectively (See table 3 and Fig 3) which is consistent with 

the estimated responses  
Influence Analysis: This is the degree to which each of the 

factors influenced customer satisfaction. Given that the lower 

level nodes were populated by responses from respondents, 

various simulations can hence be performed on this model by 

changing the values of the input data for ease of navigation, 

Website look and feel, Self Help information etc., as these 
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values changes, there is a direct influence on the result of 
customer‟s overall satisfaction and recommendation decision 

as shown in Fig. 6 where each of this values have been set to 
very good. this proved the following  
Product Delivery node has more influence on Customer 
Satisfaction node than Website Design node.  
Website look and Feel node has the strongest influence on 
Website Design node.  
Quality of Packaging node have the least influence on the 
Product Delivery node  
This discoveries can also guide business managers concerned 
in their decision making.  
Scenario analysis: This is carried out by changing the values 
of the CPTs in the children nodes and observing the effects on 

the top level node (Customer satisfaction). The following 

scenarios were analyzed  
Improvement of Website Aesthetics: Assuming that the 

website has been re-designed to improve its aesthetics thereby 

improving its „look and feel‟ and „ease of navigation‟ this 

evidence is introduced into the two nodes as positive, neutral, 

negative as 0.84, 0.1, 0.06 and 0.8, 0.1, 0.1. The observed 

customer satisfaction level after inputting this evidences 

changed from 0.57, 0.22, 0.21 to 0.61, 0.26, 0.13, representing 

a 0.4% increase in positive customer satisfaction levels.  
Repackaging of Products : Management of the e-commerce 

store may wish to know what effects the repackaging of their 

products‟ packs may have on the overall customer satisfaction, 

this evidence can be inserted into the model as 0.8/0.2/0, This 

simulation run showed a slight increase in the customer 

satisfaction node from 0.57/0.22/0.21 to 0.58/0.22/0.20.  
Top Down Simulation: Bayesian Network models also top-

down and bottom-up simulations to test different scenarios, 

Assuming that the objective now is to find out what factor to 

improve upon to ensure maximum customer satisfaction, In 

doing this, the Overall parent node (Customer satisfaction) is 

set to 1/0/0 and we observe the changes in the children nodes. 

The highest change was found in “Timeliness”, “Ease of 

navigation” and “Accuracy of shipment”. Management can 

therefore be guided appropriately in which area of business to 

improve upon so as to improve customer satisfaction.  
This model can therefore serve as an effective planning tool 

for manager by creating hypothetical scenarios and testing 

their outcomes on the customers‟ satisfaction. It can also be a 

management tool whereby business owners can evaluate 

changes in the overall performance based on completed 

actions.  
VI CONCLUSION  

The research shows a way of formalization and presentation of 

a general method for buildingBayesian Network models based 

on survey information source from open academic 

questionnaires applied to the case study of an online store. The 

resulting model allow the factors that influences enterprise-

level KPIs such as customer satisfaction to be better 

understood, analyzed and evaluated. The domain of this 

application area e-commerce as case study described here 

shows that the approach can also be applied to large-scale 

business operations and this kind of survey data-based models  
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produced by this approach can be used by managers as a 
powerful decision support aid. 
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